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Industrial Evolution
Making mobile data easy
Founded in 2001, Industrial Evolution Pty Ltd specializes in 
advanced computer and electronic device mountings for a range 
of vehicles. We focus on cost effective, durable and attractive 
manufacturing and design solutions for mobile environments. 

The flexibility and ease of installation of Industrial Evolution’s products 
have already been proven in a range of mobile applications, from 
sales and government law enforcement fleets to courier vehicles, 
roadside assistance vans and forklifts. So contact Industrial 
Evolution today and discover how Surfboard can help you with your 
fleet management mobile data requirements.

Standard Executive Red Timber

Available in a smart range of finishes

Executive Dark Timber

   The superior solution for fleet managers

www.industrialevolution.com.au 
Unit 27 / 159 Arthur Street

Homebush West, NSW  2140. Australia
Tel  + 61 2 9763 5300   Fax  + 61 2 9763 5399

info@industrialevolution.com.au
ABN: 13 108 256 766

Smart in-vehicle mounting

 y Easy to install - no drilling, bolts or vehicle modification
 y No need for expert installers or vehicle downtime
 y No damage to vehicles or need for customized mounts
 y Universal - fits most vehicles and easily interchanged 
between vehicles

 y Enables more flexible, cost effective fleet management

Technical Specifications
Performance:  Suitable for mounting devices up to 6kg
Overall length: 570mm / 221/2 inches
Max width: 250mm / 93/4 inches
Weight:  2.3 kg / 5 lb
Australian Innovation Patient 2003100947 & 2004100280
International Patient Pending

Secure your
most important

passenger
Tilt and turn swivel mounting

An adaptor plate may be required 
to attach some devices

30.2mm
1.19 inches

38.1mm
1.5 inches
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Suits a wide range of laptops,  
monitors and other devices.

Swivel mounting top for 
multidirectional movement

Sturdy, heat resistant 
long life design

Handy mouse pad 
and pen tray

Smart style complements 
modern cars’ interior

With advances in wireless and mobile technologies, safely securing 
a computer or other electronic devices in the vehicle is overlooked 
all too often. After the cost of hardware, networks and software fleet 
managers are then faced with the expense of securing the devices 
to the vehicle. Or worse still, they don’t bother, resulting in equipment 
losses and injuries to employees from these devices flying around 
the cabin when the vehicle is cornering or suddenly stops.

Why existing solutions are difficult and costly
Most existing mounting solutions are difficult and costly to install with 
the inflexibility of a permanent fixture. They require customized mounts, 
often drilling holes and other damage to the vehicle, experienced 
installers and vehicle downtime.

Why Surfboard is simply a better solution
Fleet managers need a safe, secure but easy and quick to install 
mounting solution for computer and other electronic devices. 
Introducing Industrial Evolution’s new revolutionary Surfboard, the 
easy to install temporary mounting solution. 

Introducing  
 The easy, cost effective mobile  mounting solution

 is easy 
to install and remove

1Just hook 
Surfboard 
under the 
back rest 
of the 
passenger 
seat

2 Rotate the unit 
down

3 Place the seat belt 
around Surfboard 
front groove

You’re ready 
to go

No drilling, no bolts, no expert fitting, no fuss

Surfboard accessories 
include this versatile 
Industrial Evolution 
aluminium docking station* 

*accessories supplied separately


